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Presentation notes

This presentation is part of a workshop, to be presented to Dutch wikipedians in October 
2020. Some of these wikipedians may already be somewhat familiar with OSM, given the 
long history of cooperation between the projects. 

I’d like to emphasize that I’m not an expert on the subject matter, far from it.

I took this invite from Wikimedia Netherlands as an incentive to deepen my understanding. 
And I succeeded, but only partially. Overpass Syntax is complex, it’s documentation quite 
cryptic at places. 

I still feel I can add value. Being somewhat inexperienced can help me to take baby steps 
and zoom in on issues that pop up if you yourself are finding your way.



Presentation notes

Given time constraints, maybe not all of this presentation will be part of the workshop. This 
PDF version, with extra notes, may serve as self-study guide. It will soon be available on 
OSM Wiki, supplemented with separate images and accompanying examples of scripts, 
at https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API/Overpass_QL/Introduction (not yet)

This is mostly about Overpass, but not exclusively.

Examples are mostly about The Netherlands, but often with a global perspective. Similar 
theme maps, especially on energy, could be used in different countries and regions as well.

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API/Overpass_QL/Introduction


OSM Query feature

OpenPoiMap

Overpass
Other tools 

Example Maps
UI and basic syntax



Many ways to query OpenStreetMap

Simplest is ‘Query features’

/#map=18/53.21228/6.56601https://www.openstreetmap.org





Also very simple: OpenPoiMap
POI = Point of Interest

150 predefined topics.
You can add your own.

http://openpoimap.org/



Amsterdam 
supermarkets

OpenPoiMap



Presentation notes

Now on to our main topic: query tool Overpass

We’ll start with showing some output.

Then we’ll tell more about the language, called Overpass QL (short for Query Language)
and more about the most popular user interface, called Overpass Turbo.

(Overpass QL can also be invoked directly from a script, which we will not cover here)

Back to supermarkets in Amsterdam



Amsterdam 
supermarkets

Overpass QL

Amsterdam 
supermarket
chains

Overpass QL



Overpass QL

Amsterdam 
supermarkets



Overpass QL

Amsterdam

train and subway 
routes and stations

tram routes



Overpass QL

Old town of Leiden
Places of worship



Today we focus on



Presentation notes

Examples follow on energy production, mostly in The Netherlands.

We’ll start on the municipal level, zoom out to regional, then national, then European, then 
world-wide. 

Level of detail varies per zoom level, but all example maps are derived from the same 
basic scripting concept. 



Eemshaven gas 3.8 GW / coal 1.6 GW / wind 180 MW



Offshore wind farms 360 MW (in this section)



Vlissingen, Borsele 
in Zeeland 

nuclear 485 MW  
gas 870 MW  
solar, wind



Delfzijl gas 530 MW / biomass 50 MW / solar 38 MW / waste ? 



Renewable 
energy

wind  

solar  
biomass  
waste  
osmotic

nodes: 2083
ways: 110
relations: 42



Part of the global map 
in use at Wikipedia 
since 2008!

OSM

Nuclear plants and generators in Europe



Nuclear plants and generators in Europe

OSM



Nuclear plants 
and generators

OSM
ways: 437
relations: 23



Let’s build a map 
step-by-step

(and pretend it is easy ;-)



Presentation notes

A few basic OSM concepts need further introduction.  This section may be extended.

!! Kaart Pieterskerk toont nog verkeerd ‘node id’



Sep 2020
> 6 billion

> 200 million

> 480 million

> 8 million

Node

Way

Way (closed)

Relation

Bench
Tree
Dust bin

Road segment 
River segment

House
Lake

Border
Route
River



Way 5296606 
has 180 nodes

     Node 5296606

Pieterskerk 
in Leiden



Presentation notes

We’ll introduce the Overpass Turbo UI, and paste and run a small script (which will be 
explained in detail later).





















Presentation notes

We’ve seen the output of the script, but what does it tell us?

We see many circles, in two basic colors, yellow and red. (Some colors are more vivid than 
others, but that’s merely because of overlapping half transparent circles).

Yellow circles are nodes. 

Red circles are ways, which on a low zoom level would be almost unnoticeably small. 
There is this option to present these tiny areas on lower zoom levels as a red circle 
instead. This option can be switched off as shown.









Presentation notes

After we’ve shown the data tab, we’ll explain the script in minute detail, or actually two 
scripts, first Overpass QL, then MapCSS.  

(nog aan schaven)





Overpass QL

MapCSS





Bounding box or bbox
(area.a)({{bbox}})

implies:

‘search inside the  
area specified by 
name 
(“Nederland”) and 
inside the 
bounding box, 
whichever is 
smallest’



Presentation notes

Again, too many circles, but which is which? 

Can we make this more explicit with some MapCSS? 

Yes, we can. Let’s introduce map labels.









Presentation notes

We want to visualize power production only, not power conversion, power transport, etc.



power 
production



power 
plants &
generators









Presentation notes

We’re getting closer, but now there is still too much detail for our purpose, which is a 
thematic map on wikipedia.

We choose to show solar power on the solar farm level (= plant), not on roof tops.

For wind we’ll want to show each turbine, as these have major impact on the landscape. 



?













?





Presentation notes

Two final examples on a municipal level







End of demo

A few more 
aspects explained



Overpass Wizard



Export options

To be extended



What are thematic maps?



Save / Load 

To be extended



If you do not specify ‘({{bbox}})’ some results may 
be outside your current map section. 
Click looking glass icon         to reposition map, 
and see all results.

Specifying ({{bbox}}) can help a lot during testing. 
Zoom in on a small section of the map, run tests 
within a few seconds till you fixed all bugs and 
are satisfied with the results. 
Then zoom out so that your target area is fully 
visible, and run the job again which now may take 
much longer to run. 

Bounding box 
in code ({{bbox}})



AND vs OR
AND = Multiple selectors in one statement          (both should be true)
OR   = Multiple selectors in separate statements (at least one should be true)

      AND

(
nwr[power=plant]["plant:source"="wind"] ... ;  
  OR
nwr[power=plant]["plant:source"="solar"] … ;
);                 

Can all be on one line:

(node [name=’Foo’]; way[name=’Foo’]);   UNION BLOCK , OR

 

UNION BLOCK



MapCSS
Limited syntax
Unchanged since 2015
Also supported by JOSM, and many more clients, but different ‘dialects‘  for different clients
Syntax of Overpass QL and MapCSS differs

A few caveats:
‘Some spaces are significant’, meaning an extra space can be too much

node[power=plant]    is fine
node [power=plant]   doesn’t parse in MapCSS
                                 

 
To be extended





Many other tools for data mining

e.g.

Wikidata + SPARQL = Wikidata Query Service

OSM + Wikidata + SPARQL = Sophox



Does OSM community want more quantitative 
metadata in OSM?

For instance:
Supermarkets: #floorspace

Cinemas, Theaters: #halls, #capacity
Places of worship: #completion year, #capacity

Or not?
- Duplication of effort with Wikidata

- Incompatible licenses with Wikidata prohibit copy/sync

- I don’t know yet. 
Might be good topic to inquire about at a OSM forum



Other presentations 

● ‘A turbo introduction to Overpass’, by MInh Nguyễn. 
Excellent talk, different focal points.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9QI4AfwHoM

My presentation is even a bit more introductory at places. And has added relevance for Wikipedia. But I highly recommend to 
watch MInh Nguyễn’s video and deepen your understanding.

● Map making workshop – from Wikidata to interactive off-wiki maps in three steps

by Olaf Janssen

Totally different approach

https://www.slideshare.net/OlafJanssenNL/slidedecmap-making-workshop-from-wikidata-to-interactive-offwiki-maps-in-three-steps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9QI4AfwHoM
https://www.slideshare.net/OlafJanssenNL/slidedecmap-making-workshop-from-wikidata-to-interactive-offwiki-maps-in-three-steps


Thank you
Any questions?

(no promise on answers)



Images used
Power catenary mast: @Acabashi CC-BY SA 4.0
Power tower: public domain
Power substation: @David Neal CC-BY SA 3.0
Power cable: @Rasbak GDFL 1.2
Power portal: @François Lacombe CC-BY SA 2.0
Power convertor: @Marshelec CC-BY SA 3.0
Power plant: Marque1313 public domain
Power generator: @Dirk Ingo Franke CC-BY SA 2.0
Power plant Leiden: @Erik Zachte CC-BY SA 3.0
OK icon: MJL & House public domain
Renewable Energy on the Grid.jpg: @Kenueone Creative Commons Zero 
Nuclear Plants on Wikipedia (2008): Pawelpanas public domain

Web addresses
Dutch OSM forum: https://forum.openstreetmap.org/viewforum.php?id=12
Taginfo: https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Railway_overhead_line_electification_gantry_Church_Road_Tottenham_London_England_1.jpg
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:IMG_3503-donau-mast-400kv-800.jpg
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Legacy_National_Grid_Substation_-_geograph.org.uk_-_39134.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Leidingen_ondergronds_(Pipes_in_ground).jpg
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Power_substation_portal.jpg
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Pole_2_Thyristor_Valve.jpg
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Three_mile_island_062010.jpg
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/File:Vestast_S%C3%BCderdeich.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Leiden_at_night_Power_Station_at_Langegracht.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Green_Checkmark_Circle.svg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Renewable_Energy_on_the_Grid.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Elektrownie_atomowe_na_%C5%9Bwiecie.png
https://forum.openstreetmap.org/viewforum.php?id=12
https://taginfo.openstreetmap.org/


OSM wiki pages
Just as some Wikipedia pages are mostly targeting experts (think math), some Overpass info on 
OSM wiki is also a tough nut to crack. Extra complication is that part of the docs still focus on old 
Overpass language, xml. The newer and more concise language QL is a bit less tedious, but 
overly compact. I remember a keynote (by whom?)  where it was explained that ‘print’ in xml had 
been replaced by ‘out’ in QL “for brevity”. The error messages still refer to ‘print’ ;-)

This main reference page https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API/Overpass_QL is not 
so easy at places. But you can revisit and learn a bit more.

On Overpass Wizard: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_turbo/Wizard

On tags, key ‘power’: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:power 
just type ‘osm wiki power’ in Google

Query examples: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API/Overpass_API_by_Example

On Overpass shortcuts: 
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_turbo/Extended_Overpass_Turbo_Queries

On MapCSS https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_turbo/MapCSS

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API/Overpass_QL
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_turbo/Wizard
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Key:power
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_API/Overpass_API_by_Example
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_turbo/Extended_Overpass_Turbo_Queries
https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Overpass_turbo/MapCSS

